Have Fun! Thrills! Romances!

Anyone Can Learn to Dance

Square Dances
Fox Trot
Jitterbug
Samba
Waltz
Rhumba

Why put off learning to Dance—NOW Here's a much EASIER WAY than YOU ever SAW!

No longer do YOU have to sit and watch while others enjoy dancing . . . NOW you can join the fun! Think of the great pleasure you'll get. SURPRISE and AMAZE your friends when they see you do the latest dance steps with ease. Learn from simple lessons by Betty Lee, one of America's foremost dance authorities.

LEARN THE FOX TROT, COUNTRY DANCES, RHUMBA, SAMBA. CALL SQUARE DANCES!
16 COMPLETE DANCE COURSES—each worth as much as you pay for the entire book. Join thousands who have learned to dance with the help of this amazing book. Written in simple language full of easy-to-follow illustrations—You Learn to Dance in the Privacy of Your Own Home.

LEARN TO DANCE IN 5 DAYS OR PAY NOTHING . . . Here's a wonderful offer. Test this exciting book 5 days—See how it can help you become a smooth dancer and be admired. Yes, You Dance in 5 Days or return book for prompt refund of purchase price.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

PIONEER PUBLICATIONS INC. Dept. 645
1790 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.
Please rush my copy of "Dancing" in plain wrapper. If I am not satisfied, I may return book in 5 days for full refund of purchase price.
Send C.O.D. I'll pay postage $1.98 plus postage. I enclose $1.98, you pay postage. Same guarantee applies.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

LEARN THE FOX TROT, COUNTRY DANCES, RHUMBA, SAMBA. CALL SQUARE DANCES!

ONLY $1.98 POSTPAID
Her dance was a vision of beauty, but its reflection was a nightmare of stark madness! You will long remember the adventure of the ballerina and the beast!

Each night as Glenda West graced the stage with her flawless rhythm, the brooding eyes of a famous surgeon dwelled in strange rapture...

And after each performance, he lingered in the shadows near the stage door...

Tonight she is more beautiful than ever...

Never even a glance in my direction! Some day, my dear, your relationship will be different...
The day when Glenda West was to meet the man who could change the whole pattern of her life was not far away. Doctor Hill was a noted plastic surgeon, but his spare time was spent reading, not medical books, but the reviews on Glenda's latest shows.

The night of the charity function arrived and the ballerinas were delighted every eye... choosing their beauty queen would be a difficult task... but finally the decision arrived.

Perhaps I am a perfectionist, but I see her face as a multitude of flaws! I give my vote to Margo Howe, and that's final! Perhaps you're right, Doctor! Margo is lovely.

I have the pleasure to announce the beauty queen... Miss Margo Howe! You almost won, Miss West... but not quite... however, congratulations to Miss Howe!

Almost... Me? Gracious! That's wonderful!
The doctor had applied a wild gamble on his decision the night the ballerina queen was chosen... but he won with trembling heart he listened to his plot being fulfilled...

I know it doesn't seem nice, but I managed to find out you were the one who outvoted me, doctor. I'm not vain, but I think this will affect my career...

I realize it must have been a blow to you, my dear, but it was the truth!

Naturally I didn't mean to affect your career, but the truth is you do have a serious chin malformation! I'm surprised you were never aware of how much it shows up from the stage.

It does! You mean enough to distract from my dancing? Could you help me, doctor?

If you wish, call me in a few days and I'll make preparations to consider your case...

A stage was set for Glenda west that was as macabre as any performer was to grace...

So we finally meet, Glenda! And we shall see a great deal of each other from now on... more than you could ever dream of!
DOCTOR HILL'S PRIVATE HOSPITAL WAS LOCATED ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF TOWN. IT WAS LOVELY AND QUIET... BUT THE MORNING GLENDA WEST ARRIVED SEEMED STRANGELY COOL AND SUNLESS...

THIS IS YOUR ROOM, MISS WEST, AND I'VE BEEN ASSIGNED TO KEEP YOU HAPPY WHILE YOU VISIT WITH US...

I'LL SEE YOU LATER, MISS WEST.

THANK YOU...

NO MIRRORS! STRANGE... HOW COME?

THE DOCTOR WANTS YOU TO FORGET YOUR OLD FACE... IT'LL HELP YOU TO BE PLEASED WITH YOUR NEW ONE AFTER YOUR OPERATION!

OH, GOOD AFTERNOON! YOU MUST BE DOCTOR GREY WHOM THE SURGEON SPOKE OF! I'M JUST KEEPING UP WITH MY DIARY...

I AM, AND WELCOME! I'LL BE WITH YOU DURING YOUR OPERATION...

NOW DON'T YOU WORRY ABOUT A THING, DEAR...

I'LL CONFESS I WAS WORRIED... BUT SOMEHOW DOCTOR GREY MADE ME FEEL BETTER...

THIS WILL BE COMPLETELY PAINLESS, MY DEAR. YOU RELAX AND WE'LL HAVE YOU ASLEEP IN NO TIME...

I'M RIGHT HERE, MISS WEST...
Time ceased to matter... The pain beneath her bandaged face came and went... Surgeon Hill gave his patient every attention. For now she was more than his idol... She was his victim!

You'll be coming to soon, my little one... And slowly I will teach you to love me as I do you...

She's waking up. I'll stay with her. Nurse, you may go...

All right, doctor...

Doctor Grey. Don't leave me... Don't go...

It's all right, Glenda... You're coming out of the anesthesia... Don't be frightened...

But I am! I'm frightened of something... something!

So my little patient is awake! Fine...

Yes, doctor... Why did you send Doctor Grey away? Let someone stay with me... You stay... I'm afraid to be alone now...

Days passed in droning monotony... Doctor Hill was lavish in attention, and in a highly professional manner, so was Doctor Grey...

What would I do without my diary for comfort? I feel so different lately... but I know why... I've fallen in love... Yes, I love my doctor... It's true...

Hello, doctor... I was just thinking about you... I owe you so much...

Well, you sound cheerful today, my dear!
Doctor Hill caught the softness in Glenda's voice and saw the smile beneath her bandaged face... but also he saw her small hand drop to cover the page she had been so busily writing...

**WHAT A CAD I AM... IT WAS HER DIARY... WHAT'S THIS?**

"I CAN'T HELP MYSELF... I'VE FALLEN IN LOVE WITH MY DOCTOR... IF ONLY I HAD THE COURAGE TO TELL HIM..."

**GLENDA! WHAT HAVE I DONE? I'VE RUINED EVERYTHING! I MUST THINK... NO! NO TIME FOR THAT... I MUST OPERATE... IMMEDIATELY!**

"SAY, WHAT'S GOING ON AROUND HERE? YOU'RE ALL MOVING AROUND LIKE THE PLACE WAS ON FIRE!"

**IT MIGHT AS WELL BE. HAVEN'T YOU HEARD? DOCTOR HILL IS OPERATING ON MISS WEST AGAIN! IMMEDIATELY!**

**STEP OUTSIDE; PLEASE, NURSES. I WANT TO SPEAK TO DOCTOR HILL PRIVATELY...**

**GREY! I'M GLAD TO SEE YOU! I CAN USE YOU... GO AND SCRUB, WILL YOU, MAN...**
JOURNEY INTO FEAR

There was no mistaking the cold fierceness of Young Doctor Grey's tone as he moved toward the surgeon threateningly.

What sort of business are you cooking up now? That girl doesn't need another operation and you know it!

Don't touch me, Grey! I tell you I know what I'm doing! She must have this operation!

If you won't assist me, don't interfere, or I'll kill you! I love Glenda and I've ruined her face... but there's still time to remedy that... she'll never know...

But their raised voices brought forth a curious eavesdropper... Glenda West heard her name mentioned, and...

RUINED MY FACE! WHAT DOES HE MEAN?

You could get life for this, you fiend!

I want life... life with her... and I'll have it at any cost!

Nurse, what's wrong in there? What are they saying?

Back to your room, young lady! This minute!

After returning to her quarters, Glenda suddenly realized the significance of all she had overheard... the mirror fell from her hand... and for an instant she sank to the floor weak with horror...

WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO ME?

WHAT HAVE THEY DONE? I MUST THINK... THINK...

Miss West! Where are you going? Come back here! You can't run off like that! Stop her, someone!
The clatter of Glenda’s racing heels and the screams of the nurses sent a startling message to Doctor Grey... he sprang into sudden action...

Blast you, Hill, this is all I have time for now! Just enough to put you out of the way for the moment!

Don’t you fool... ohhh...

Where did she go? Did someone stop her?

No, Doctor! She ran like a deer! What shall we do?

She’s got Hill’s car!

Glenda! Stop! Don’t run off! Let me talk to you!

Driving against all speed laws, Doctor Grey frantically tries to overtake the fear-ridden girl...

Keep away from me! You’ll crash!

Don’t be a little fool, Glenda! I’m going to cut you off! Slow down... I’m heading directly in front of you! I’m warning you...

That’s better! Now I’ve got something to tell you...

Go away... I don’t want to talk to anyone... d-don’t look at me...
JOURNEY INTO FEAR

PLEASE, DOCTOR GREY... WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

TAKING YOU RIGHT BACK TO THE HOSPITAL! YOU CAN'T TRAVEL AROUND LIKE THAT...

YOU'RE GOING TO LET HIM OPERATE AGAIN! WHAT'S THE USE... I WANT TO DIE...

I'M GOING TO CHANGE YOUR MIND FOR YOU... ABOUT EVERYTHING!

Frightened and weakened into submission, Glenda West no longer fought against the fate that awaited her. Soon she was in her room again, listening in panic to the professionals' voices over her...

WE'RE REMOVING THESE BANDAGES AS SCHEDULED, NURSE! RIGHT NOW!

YES, DOCTOR, I THINK SHE'S CALMER NOW...

DON'T TURN YOUR FACE FROM ME, GLENDA! I INTEND LOOKING AT IT FOREVER!

HERE! TAKE A LOOK! AND NO MORE BROKEN MIRRORS, PLEASE!

I—I'M AFRAID...

The drama came to a close... only one remained on the stage... A sobbing, shuddering character who played his part like fiend and fool... who placed desire above reason and wickedness above mercy, but whose plot was shattered to pieces like the fragments of the broken mirror...

IT'S JUST THE SAME! I HAVEN'T CHANGED! B—BUT THE OPERATION? YOU FIXED ME, DOCTOR GREY! THAT'S WHY YOU WORKED ON MY FACE SO OFTEN! AND ALL THE WHILE YOU TOLD ME YOU WERE JUST FIXING THE DRESSINGS!

THE END

LET'S GO, DARLING! WE'RE BOTH GOING TO FORGET ABOUT THIS PLACE!
Journey Into Fear

Midnight Prowler

Each night he made his way through the shadows... what was his ghostly mission? His little jade-eyed companion knew the answer to the mystery... would you like to follow him down the darkened streets?

There's that old man again! I think he's dangerous! What on earth does he search for? Who knows? He's just a little daft, that's all!

Was Old Jonas Palmer dangerous? Was he daft? Let's examine this old man closer...

That's right, little friend, keep looking... we've got to find it... got to!
But let us start old Jonas’ story at the beginning... one time he owned an antique shop...

I’m sorry, but the wine chest is not for sale, mam...

What a pity! You’re sure?

Quite sure, Mrs. Peters, it is one of the few pieces I keep for myself. Good day.

All right, but remember, I’d give anything to own it!

Would she now! But we can’t sell it, Satan, can we? Where would we find another piece of furniture with nice trick drawers where we could keep the Beacon Ruby, eh?

See? I told you! That stone is as big as his fist! He keeps it in that chest!

This’ll be a cinch! When he goes upstairs, we can get in through this window!

That jewel is our security, Satan! We’ll never end up in an old folks’ home as long as we own that, eh? Cost me every penny I had in the world once, but it’ll save us from poverty someday...

I’m getting that chest if I have to threaten him into selling it, the old fool! But first I’ll examine it again to make certain it’s real rosewood!
JOURNEY INTO FEAR

MRS. PETERS SILENTLY ENTERED THROUGH A BASEMENT WINDOW, LITTLE REALIZING TWO OTHERS WERE ALSO ABOUT TO ENTER WITH THE INTENTIONS OF LOOTING OLD JONAS PALMER...

WHAT'S WRONG, SATAN? WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO TELL ME, EH? WHAT WAS THAT? NOISES IN MY SHOP?

THIS IS ALMOST TOO SIMPLE! BUT IT'S PRETTY DARK IN THERE! DON'T FALL OVER ANYTHING!

WE CAN'T AFFORD TO HAVE ANY PROWLERS AROUND WHERE OUR RUBY IS... BETTER SEE WHAT CAUSED THAT NOISE!

SOMEONE'S MOVING AROUND DOWN HERE. DO YOU THINK IT'S THE OLD MAN?

IN THE SHADOWY BLACKNESS, THE THIEVING PAIR PAUSE WITH THE AWARENESS OF ANOTHER'S PRESENCE...

A BULLET WILL SCARE HIM OFF!

SILENTLY MRS. PETERS' BODY SLUMPED AGAINST THE CHEST SHE HAD SO COVETED, AND ITS WEIGHT SWUNG OPEN THE LARGEST TRICK DOOR... GROTESQUELY SHE TUMBLED IN AND THE DOOR QUICKLY SHUT...

SHOT! SOMEONE SHOT ME! I— I'M DYING...
DON'T MAKE A SOUND, POP, OR WE'LL SILENCE YOU PERMANENTLY!

OPEN THAT CHEST AND HAND OVER THE BEACON RUBY, PAL, THEN YOU WON'T GET HURT!

DON'T SHOOT ME, GENTLEMEN! I CAN'T OPEN THE CHEST. I SOLD IT TO MRS. PETERS! THE KEY IS IN HER POSSESSION... I WAS TO RETRIEVE MY JEWEL WHEN I DELIVERED THE CHEST TO HER!

I KNOW THAT SOUNDS LIKE A STRANGE ARRANGEMENT, BUT IT WAS MY GUARANTEE TO HER THAT THE CHEST WOULD TRULY BE SOLD TO HER!

WHERE DOES THIS DAME LIVE, POP? WE'RE GOING VISITING!

WE'LL DELIVER THE CHEST FOR YOU... THEN SHE CAN OPEN IT! COME ON - MOVE!

HER ADDRESS... I MUST LOOK IT UP!

JONAS WAS GAMBLING... HE KNEW A BODY WAS IN THE CHEST... IF HE GUESSED CORRECTLY, IT WAS MRS. PETERS... IF HE WAS WRONG, HE WAS AT LEAST LEADING THE THIEVES TO WHERE HE WOULD RECEIVE HELP.

HAVING THAT TRUCK WITH US WAS JUST PLAIN LUCK!

PLEASE BE CAREFUL, IT'S A PRICELESS CHEST...

PACING NERVOUSLY BACK AND FORTH BEFORE HIS MASTER'S SHOP OF ANTIQUES, SATAN WATCHES THE TRUCK WITH ITS GRIM SECRET VANISH FROM SIGHT...
JOURNEY INTO FEAR

MR. PETERS quickly opened the door to admit the strange visitors. His eyes wore the anxious look of one who is waiting... Jonas felt a chill for the shock awaiting this man...

YOUR WIFE BOUGHT THIS CHEST FROM OLD MAN PALMER AND WE DELIVERED IT! WHAT'S SO EXCITING ABOUT THAT?

BUT AT THIS HOUR OF THE NIGHT! WHAT'S GOING ON AROUND HERE?

I THOUGHT YOU REFUSED TO SELL THAT CHEST TO MY WIFE! THAT'S WHAT SHE TOLD ME...

I DID REFUSE, BUT IT SEEMS THAT SHE WAS VERY DETERMINED TO GET IT!

IF IT'S HERE, SHE BOUGHT IT! NOW CALL HER. WE WANT THAT KEY!

AS A MATTER OF FACT, SHE ISN'T HOME! I WAS WAITING FOR HER WHEN YOU ARRIVED!

NOT HOME, EH? WELL, PALMER, WHAT DO WE DO NOW? STAND ASIDE, I'LL SHOOT THAT DOOR OPEN!

WAIT, GENTLEMEN! THE LADY IS HOME! I'LL SHOW YOU...

AGNES! WHAT HAPPENED TO HER?

THAT SHOT! YOU MUST HAVE KILLED HER!

SHUT UP YOU FOOL!

GO TO THE PHONE, MR. PALMER AND CALL THE POLICE! IF EITHER OF YOU TWO THUGS MOVE A MUSCLE, I'LL SHOOT! PUT YOUR HANDS UP WHERE I CAN WATCH THEM!
UNTIL HE SATISFIED THE POLICE WITH AN EXPLANATION OF HIS PART IN THE GRIM MURDER, JONAS WAS HELD AT THE POLICE STATION. BUT FINALLY HE WAS FREED...

I'LL HAVE THAT CHEST SENT BACK TO YOUR SHOP FOR YOU, MR. PALMER... IF YOU STILL WANT IT AFTER THIS...

OH, I WANT IT... I MOST DEFINITELY WANT IT...

AND FINALLY LIFE SEEMED TO RESUME ITS NORMAL PACE...

THEY BROUGHT OUR CHEST BACK, LITTLE SATAN! SHALL WE TAKE A LOOK AT OUR RUBY?

WITH TREMBLING FINGERS, JONAS OPENED THE SMALL SECRET DRAWER... THEN HE STARED IN HORROR AND DISBELIEF...

GONE!
IT'S GONE!

IT MUST HAVE FALLEN OUT THE REAR PANEL AS THE TRUCK JOUNCED ALONG TOWARD THE PETERS' HOUSE! I'VE GOT TO FIND IT! MY WHOLE LIFE'S EARNINGS! I MUST FIND IT...

THERE'S THAT OLD MAN AGAIN! HE MAKES ME NERVOUS! WHAT DO YOU SUPPOSE HE'S LOOKING FOR?

I CAN'T IMAGINE! HE'S BEEN PROWLING AROUND LIKE THAT FOR MONTHS MUTTERING AWAY TO HIS CAT! JUST A LITTLE DAFT, THAT'S ALL!

BUT ONE NIGHT...

NO SIGN OF OLD MAN PALMER TONIGHT! I GUESS HE MUST HAVE ENDED UP IN AN ASYLUM!

ASYLUM NOTHING! I WAS JUST READING ABOUT HIM! IT SEEMS HE FURNISHED PROOF OF OWNERSHIP AT THE POLICE STATION TODAY FOR A HUGE RUBY! THEY FOUND IT MONTHS AGO A FEW FEET AWAY FROM AN ANTIQUE SHOP HE USED TO OWN!
Presented below are true experiences drawn from Dr. Shade's collection of supernatural events. Let us explore the unknown with him, the better to learn of unexplained forces that exist about us. We invite you to share any accounts of similar events. This is to be YOUR Ghost Clinic. Your stories will appear in coming issues of JOURNEY INTO FEAR, and will be illustrated by members of the Clinic's staff. Everyone enjoys a ghost story... let us hear yours! Write to...

DR. SHADE,
GHOST CLINIC
2382 Dundas Street West,
Toronto 9, Ontario, Canada.

THE SMALLEST GHOSTS

An abandoned house, with a tangled garden growing free and wild, can create a lot of wondering. Who once lived there and what was the reason they deserted their property? Why has it been unoccupied all these years? Could it be because the lonely property, where the wind sighs and the drawn blinds shut out the sunshine, is haunted?

Such a house and its secret stood in the tree-shadows on Elm Street. Only the old timers could recall the spinster sisters, Mary and Margret Bond. They were genteel maidens, shy of the world and living within the bonds of their comfortable inheritance and low walls of natural rock that surrounded their home. Being part of the neighborhood scene they were not singled out as a curiosity until the day arrived when it was noted that they had apparently disappeared. Of course they hadn't vanished into thin air, but they had separated and taken up living quarters elsewhere. But why? Only their faithful housekeeper, Mrs. Holmes, knew the answer. We obtained the story from her and it is a tale of jealousy, hate, and two very small ghosts, named Chirper and Suzy!

Chirper, as you may well guess was a canary, and Margret's pride and joy. Suzy, on the other hand, was a natural born enemy of Chirper's species. Suzy was a cat, and the object of her mistress' devotion. Suzy belonged to Mary. The green-eyed bundle of fur wandered from room to room through-out the house, pausing often, and speculate-ly, before Chirper's cage. This attention caused the little bird considerable alarm and his song was often mingled with cries of terror. Try as she might, Mrs. Holmes could not watch Suzy closely enough to prevent these encounters. The elderly sisters were bitterly resentful of each other's pets and the situation finally came to a strange climax.

During one of Mary's brief shopping tours, Margret poisoned and buried Suzy in the family garden. Mrs. Holmes witnessed this in silent horror. It was an act she knew would have repercussions in the Bond household, and indeed it did. Broken-hearted over the loss of her pet, whom she believed had wandered away, Mary brooded bitterly over the presence of the small song bird.

Meanwhile, another strange event took place. Over the patch of earth that topped Suzy's grave there grew a cluster of wild poppies. These flowers, fragile and tissue-like in blossom, are unwelcome in a cultured garden. Their twisted, unattractive roots are not content to remain underground. It was Mrs. Holmes, herself, who encouraged Mary to weed them out. It seemed a happy thought to get the grieving sister out into the sunshine. Perhaps it was fated that Mary wouldn't be satisfied to simply weed out the poppies, but that she would turn over the earth in her gardening and discover with a blood-chilling shriek, the corpse of little Suzy. Wild-eyed she ran into the room where Chirper hopped about in his cage. It was too late for Mrs. Holmes to stop her. Little Chirper died quickly and a cycle of fate completed its turn. Soon the sisters parted and the house stood alone. Mrs. Holmes eventually abandoned her monthly task of cleaning away the mounting dust within, for she vowed that only too often could she hear the ghostly strains of a throaty little song that ended in a cry of fear as a low cat-like shadow brushed against her apron skirt when she tidied up the room where once stood a gilded cage!

THE VISION

Twenty years ago when Thomas MacCray kissed his little mother farewell on leaving his native soil, the last of his thoughts were those of sadness or death. Young ambition
filled his heart, and his dreams of life on American soil took many a flight of fancy. Success was long in coming to MacCray, and the time of returning to visit his mother became more and more remote. Being a loving son, Thomas grieved that he could not gather enough money or take enough time out from his small business. Suddenly, one day, he became overcome with a tremendous longing. Without explanation to his clerks, he rushed from his dry-goods store. In his small apartment his trunk had stood ready all these years, waiting for the day Thomas would again pack. As he opened the darkened closet to pull the trunk out, he was greeted with a sweet breath of fragrance from within. There was no doubting it...it was heather! For an instant, MacCray paused, his eyes filling with tears. Here was the scent of home and of the longing that haunted him. His impulsive actions were going to cost him every penny he owned and no doubt his business as well. He reached into the darkness but again he paused...something was touching his hand. It was warm and of a substance he could not recognize. Not without apprehension, he peered into the darkness. For an instant he froze in fear...standing beside his trunk was his mother! The warmth in his hand was the touch of her hand. She smiled, and fright faded from him as he called out her name. There was no answer, but the vision gently shook its head. no...no. Suddenly, it was gone. Thomas cried out after it, hardly knowing he did. It was the knocking at his door that brought him back to his senses. His clerk had trailed him home, bringing with him a cablegram marked, urgent. MacCray tore open the envelope and stared unbelievingly at its contents. It was from a member of his family and it told that his mother had died over a week before and didn’t want her son notified until after her burial for fear he would abandon his business and take a hasty useless trip to see her placed in the ground!

THE PHANTOM BRIDE

Many a man has gone through life unmarried, but Grant Lawson’s case was decidedly different. In a manner of speaking, he married a ghost! But let us begin at the beginning.

Grant lived in the newest settlement of Red Bank, Nevada, and he eagerly awaited the arrival of the girl who had promised to be his wife. He made all preparations, from engaging the Preacher to arranging the wedding feast. He was a man deeply in love and happy with life, until the fateful day when news arrived that the coach bringing his bride-to-be had crashed, and she was listed among the dead. For days, Lawson wandered about in a daze, neighbors and friends fearing for his sanity. It was just one day before his scheduled wedding that he ordered public notices posted about town. The marriage would take place as planned! Crowds filled the small wooden church and gasped as they witnessed the brideless wedding. In low, clear tones, Grant declared his vows. Some swore they smelled the wild rose blossoms the bride was to have worn. Others claimed they saw a ghostly arm reach out when Grant took the ring from his vest pocket and held it forth in the gesture of slipping it on a slender finger. Many were the tales of that strange wedding and as long as Grant Lawson lived they never stopped. Those who didn’t attend the ghostly wedding feast were wont to pause before the Lawson porch on summer evenings when the old gentleman rocked back and forth in the straight-backed chair. Beside him was a smaller rocker and empty though it seemed, it kept a steady pace with his. Often, the wifeless man turned toward it and smiled with the contentment that is born only of love!
The Wandering Corpse

Was there no resting place for the roaming cadaver? What was the purpose of his weird journeys? Dead men do not talk, but this mystery almost went unsolved!

Webster Chumly was dead only a few hours, but his hopeful relatives lost no time gathering... Their grief thinly disguised beneath the anticipation of how the wealthy old eccentric would distribute his legacy...

Well, who is it, Cousin Martha? WHAT? Please repeat that... THE HOSPITAL!

I tell you, Mr. Chumly's corpse has disappeared from the hospital morgue! Of course we've looked everywhere! We can't understand it!
Meanwhile, at a busy crosstown corner...

Yes, Sir! Sorry to keep you waiting, I was having a sandwich... didn't know you got in the cab...

Where to, Sir? Say... a-are you sick? Jumping traffic lights! The guy is dead!

I tell you there's a dead fare in my cab! Come and look for yourself!

I think we'd better. You're parked outside, eh?—let's go!

Honest, officer! I was talkin' to him and I drove over to the station house as fast as I could!

Sure, sure... an' he just walked away!

The police don't like practical jokers, cabbie! Where is he?

A short time later, another thread of the strange story began to weave itself into the adventure of the wandering corpse... a breathless young girl raced to catch a moving train...

Oh... wait! Stop!

Missed it! Now I'll lose hours of time! What luck!
...WHILE ABOARD THAT VERY TRAIN...
GOING TO HOPESVILLE, EH? THESE SLEEPING PASSENGERS GIVE ME A PAIN! EXPECT A CONDUCTOR TO BE THEIR PRIVATE ALARM CLOCK!

THAT'S STRANGE! BILL TOLD ME TO WAKE THAT MAN AT HOPESVILLE, AND HE'S GONE! MUST HAVE GOT OFF AT THE WRONG STATION!

...AN HOUR LATER...

...BUT ON A LONELY COUNTRY ROAD AN APPOINTMENT MADE BY TELEPHONE WAS BEING KEPT...

I SEE YOU FOUND MY WAGON OKAY, STRANGER. I STOPPED IN TO CHAT WITH A NEIGHBOR WHILE I WAS WAITING FOR YOU...

THINKIN' OF LIVIN' IN THESE PARTS? YOU MIGHT NOT LIKE IT... QUIET AS A CEMETERY! GOOD FARMLANDS THOUGH...

SAY, YOU'RE MIGHTY QUIET... Y'ALL... IT'S A DEAD MAN! AN' ME SITTING HERE TALKIN' AWAY TO HIM!

DEAD! I — I'LL GIT THE SHERIFF! HELP! HELP!
But the sheriff never did get to see the dead man, for again he mysteriously disappeared. But when a steamer bound for Cuba was only one hour out of port, a familiar figure was propped up on one of the deck chairs...

Comfortable, sir? Looks like we'll have favorable weather all the way?

Is there anything I can get you?—Great Scott! He's dead!

But how did he get aboard? Who is he? This is terrible!

My uncle! That man is my uncle! Please bring him to my cabin immediately!

Certainly! Of course we must report this to the captain at once!

This man shouldn't have been brought into this cabin! Have him brought to the infirmary right now!

Yes, sir.

It's dreadful... it is, Miss. My deepest sympathy. If there is anything you want, please don't hesitate to ask...
THE EXAMINATION OF WEBSTER CHUMLY REVEALED NOT ONLY THE LENGTH OF TIME HE HAD BEEN DECEASED BUT ALSO THAT HE HAD BEEN EMBALMED!

AMAZING! BUT HOW DID HE END UP ON MY BOAT?

I'D SUGGEST THAT YOU TALK WITH THAT GIRL, SIR!

YOU'RE RIGHT! THE ENTIRE SITUATION IS MOST PECULIAR!

...and thus the same young lady who earlier had missed her train managed to catch a ship that was to sail her into high adventure!

THIS MATTER WILL BE TURNED OVER TO THE AUTHORITIES AS SOON AS WE ARRIVE IN CUBA!

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT I EXPECTED WOULD HAPPEN!

I MUST ALSO ASK YOU TO REMAIN IN YOUR CABIN UNTIL WE GET INTO PORT...

OR IN LESS POLITE WORDS, I'M UNDER ARREST!

LATER, AS THE SILENCE OF NIGHT SETTLED OVER THE SHIP...

I CAN'T WASTE ANY MORE TIME IN HERE! BUT THIS TIME I'D BETTER CARRY MY GUN!

NO ONE ABOUT! NOW IF I CAN GET TO THE INFIRMARY WITHOUT MISHAP!
It would seem that Webster Chumly was not yet to rest in peace! His corpse was stretched out on a table miles away from the place where he breathed his last... but what was to happen now?

The late Mr. Chumly hired me for just this purpose! He wondered which of his kin would try to get at his fortune... in fact, he almost suspected it would be you!

You went through a lot of trouble hijacking his body, didn't you? It's not so easy to kidnap a corpse, but you did fairly well!

I was simply trying to get what should rightfully be my inheritance!

So our young lady was a detective all along! But why did the greedy captain need his uncle's corpse to get an inheritance?

I know, he hid his money, but he had a small map of its whereabouts tattooed on his back!

He told me that you arranged for him to have that tattoo, captain! None of the other relatives had any knowledge of it! You were most anxious to get a look at it weren't you?

It is our regrettable duty to place you under arrest, captain! Body-snatching isn't approved of by law, you know!
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GYPSY'S CURSE

BREWED IN A CAULDRON OF BITTER REVENGE AND FLAVORED WITH THE VENOM OF BLACK RANCOR, IS A ROMANY CURSE! WOE BE TO HIM WHO SHALL BE ITS VICTIM, FOR AS WITH DEATH, THERE CAN BE NO ESCAPE FROM ITS FULL MEASURE!

GREG PETERS, FEATURED STAR AND FAMOUS SCREEN LOVER, WAS MAKING ANOTHER PICTURE AND HIS COMPANY WAS ON LOCATION IN AN AUTHENTIC GYPSY CAMP FOR ATMOSPHERE...

'EMON, GREG! PUT MORE INTO IT! YOU'VE GOT THE MOST IMPORTANT LEADING LADY OUR STUDIO CONTRACTS IN YOUR ARMS!

'O KAY, LET'S GET THIS OVER WITH!

I'LL BE WITH YOU IN A FEW MINUTES, BABY! YOU JUST STAND BY!

I DON'T KNOW IF I ENJOY WATCHING YOU KISS THAT GIRL, GREG...
Greg Peters was whiling away his time, but the look in Lucia's eyes was deep and compelling... Somehow she managed to put him at a loss for words... It was like toying with fire...

You're quiet tonight, little one...

My thoughts are of the future, Greg...

My father already starts the arrangements for our marriage, yet you haven't spoken of it to me...

Marriage! What on earth put such an idea in your head?

Idea! Is love an idea to you? Have these weeks together been a game to you?

Now don't spoil everything! Haven't you enjoyed our friendship, too?

Friendship! You have defamed my heart!

So you heard her! Well, don't ask me where your daughter got those notions of marriage!

I heard nothing. But Lucia will soon dry her tears and tell me what I should know, Peters.

Instinct warned Greg Peters he was dealing with a problem that could prove troublesome without further ado. He made a reasonable suggestion to Joe Wilson, friend and director of his latest film...

Let's get back to Hollywood, Joe! That little Gypsy gal is getting in my hair!

Heartless beast! All that matters to Greg Peters is Greg Peters!
Journey Into Fear

That very night, the cast and assistants started to assemble their equipment to leave the gypsy camp, but in spite of the activity, much was happening in the shadows...

Someone could get hurt before this night is over, and it's not going to be me!

What a fool I am not to carry a gun for protection, but this will do... thank goodness no one is around to see me stealing from those gypsies.

Hold him in silence and bring him to my wagon!

Quiet, or your troublesome tongue will be slit for you!

You are going to learn much about gypsies, Greg!

You are held on trial for your actions toward a chieftain's daughter!

No harm will come to you if you act as a man of honor. It is difficult to believe you do not choose to wed Lucia... we would hear your reason, gringo!

Tell them to stop this foolishness, baby! You knew I never intended to marry you!

Stop! I have heard enough!
I release you and so will my people... but I curse you, Greg Peters! No woman who loves you shall avoid death, and you shall know endless misery in your heart!

Now will you untie me?

Well, so long... sorry we couldn't part as friends...

You will remember this night the rest of your life, Peters.

Hope! How come you're not packing with the others?

I was looking for you, Greg! I must say you surely spent enough time with those gypsies!

Look, sweetie, I've got a lot to do, and no time to chit-chat with you!

Polite, aren't you?

Getting back to Hollywood was like returning to civilization... in no time the picture was finished and tranquility settled over Greg Peters' life... the gypsy's curse seemed a thing of the forgotten past...

Wilson, what's next on our program? Make it good now...

Greg, I'd like to see you marry Hope Caldwell. That girl is madly in love with you!

I can't stand the girl, old man. Lucky for her, too... according to what that little gypsy told me! Now what else can you think of?
Wilson, would you mind taking a stroll? I'd like to speak with Greg privately.

Certainly, my dear, how charming you look today. Well, excuse me, you two...

I was just joking, Hope. You know I'm crazy about you!

Tell me more, Greg...

Her small face was white and her voice shook when she spoke...

That's better! For a minute I thought you were really angry!

That'll be a full time job... I have intentions of being around a long time!

You're such a naughty boy, Greg! I wish I didn't love you so...

I'll love you till I die, Greg... or until you do!

Hope! Y—you stabbed me! Help... Wilson... help me!

What happened? Hope! What's wrong?

I killed him! He's all yours now, friend!

But I changed your plans, didn't I, darling?
But Hope Caldwell was wrong... Greg escaped death by a small margin, thanks to the quick thinking of his friend, producer Joe Wilson, who promptly telephoned for an ambulance... then, later...

If you press charges, Greg, that last picture will have to be junked. It would cost us all a fortune in money and bad publicity!

Have the police got her?

I guess you're right, Wilson. I'll have to forget it... that little devil!

Forget her! You'll soon be out of here, too. I arranged for you to have the best care...

Hello! Are you part of the cure? I feel better already!

Mr. Wilson hired me, Mr. Peters. My name is Mary Dell...

Come on, now! You've got to get well! I'm the boss here!

I don't want to get better if it will take you away!

Love came quickly to Greg Peters... the warmth of it filled his mind and healed his wounded body... before many days had passed he could no longer keep it a secret...

Before you go today, I've got to tell you, Mary... I'm desperately, completely in love with you...

What have you to say about it?

I knew... go to sleep, dear...

I don't want to get better if it will take you away!
WHEN GREG WAS DISMISSED FROM THE HOSPITAL, HE TOOK MARY WITH HIM... NOT ONCE DID THE GYPSY CURSE CROSS HIS HAPPY MIND...

MARRIED SO SOON, GREG?

OF COURSE! WHY WAIT? I COULDN'T LOVE YOU MORE, AND YOU LOVE ME...

NOW WHERE ARE YOU OFF TO? YOU KNOW I HATE TO HAVE YOU OUT OF MY SIGHT!

I'VE GOT TO PICK UP SOME DRESSINGS AT THE DRUG STORE FOR YOUR BACK, DARLING.

MARY SOON RETURNED AND SHE CLUTCHED A NEWSPAPER IN HER TREMBLING HANDS... STRANGE THAT GREG DIDN'T RECALL THE CURSE THEN...

I GUESS MY BIG DREAM IS JUST A LAUGH AFTER ALL!

WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT, MARY? WHAT'S WRONG? TELL ME...

YOU READ IT! HOPE CALDWELL TO WED GREG PETERS! AND WHY NOT? WHAT WOULD HE HAVE IN COMMON WITH A NURSE WITH THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ACTRESS OF FILMLAND AT HIS BECK AND CALL!

MOVIE ACTOR TO WED!

YOU KNOW THAT'S A BLASTED LIE! SHE'D DO ANYTHING TO HURT ME! WE'RE GOING TO HER PLACE RIGHT NOW! I WANT YOU TO HEAR WHAT I HAVE TO SAY TO HER!

OH, GREG... I HOPE IT IS A LIE...

I WANT TO PROVE THAT I LOVE YOU, MARY, AND THIS IS A GOOD WAY TO DO SO!

THIS IS SO UNPLEASANT! WHY DID IT HAVE TO HAPPEN TO US?
Hope was entertaining guests, but she invited her visitors into a more private room. Her eyes were mocking in spite of her feigned surprise at the newspaper report.

But you know I never loved you! Tell that to Mary! I want her to hear it from you!

Why, Greg, darling! What a temper! You're in today! Am I to blame for a rumor about us?

Greg didn't even look at the weapon he clutched for rage seethed within him blotting out all judgment.

Mary! Mary, speak to me! What have I done? Mary—Mary...

He stabbed her!

I saw it! He was lunging at Hope and that girl jumped between them! He didn't mean to kill her... he was going to kill Hope!

It isn't so easy to live with a dead heart, is it, Greg Peters?

Lucia! The gypsy's curse... it came true! I killed my love, and now I will never know peace again!

Greg was led off to prison to suffer an endless torture... time would eventually blot out the memory of the girl he loved and killed but to what avail for he would never escape the penalty of the gypsy's curse.
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